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Crowding occurs when nearby flankers jumble the appearance of a target object, making it hard to identify. Crowding is feature integration over an inappropriately large region. What determines the size of that region? According to bottom-up proposals, the size is that of an anatomically determined isolation field. According to top-down proposals, the size is that of the spotlight of attention. Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) proposed the latter, but we show that their conclusion rests on an implausible assumption. Here we investigate the role of attention in crowding using the change blindness paradigm. We measure capacity for widely and narrowly spaced letters during a change detection task, both with and without an interstimulus cue. We find that standard crowding manipulations—reducing spacing and adding flankers—severely impair uncued change detection but have no effect on cued change detection. Because crowded letters look less familiar, we must use longer internal descriptions (less compact representations) to remember them. Thus, fewer fit into working memory. The memory limit does not apply to the cued condition because the observer need remember only the cued letter. Cued performance escapes the effects of crowding, as predicted by a top-down account. However, our most parsimonious account of the results is bottom-up: Cued change detection is so easy that the observer can tolerate feature degradation and letter distortion, making the observer immune to crowding. The change detection task enhances the classic partial report paradigm by making the test easier (same/different instead of identifying one of many possible targets), which increases its sensitivity, so it can reveal degraded memory traces.
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Introduction

How do we recognize objects? The answer to this question has eluded vision science. We know that the first step is elementary feature detection, and its mechanisms are relatively well understood (Neisser, 1967; Pelli, Burns, Farell, & Moore-Page, 2006; Robson & Graham, 1981; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Far more puzzling, however, are the processes by which features are integrated to recognize objects. A phenomenon known as “crowding” may provide a window into the feature integration process (Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004). Crowding occurs when nearby (nonoverlapping) flankers hinder the identification, but not the detection, of a target object, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Crowding can be relieved by increasing the center-to-center spacing between the target and the flankers. Bouma (1970) showed that the spacing required to eliminate crowding, called the critical spacing, is proportional to eccentricity (distance from fixation). Crowding is caused by feature integration over an inappropriately large region, but what determines the size of that region? Is attention involved?

Why should we care whether attention is involved? After all, one can add an attentional manipulation to practically any task. Does it matter whether attention is an explicit part of the model for crowding? Yes, but the reason depends on how you think it will turn out. At one extreme, some have claimed that crowding is a bottom-up phenomenon that may be described mechanistically without invoking attention, except, perhaps, as an overall modulation of performance, independent of the degree of crowding (Banks, Larson, & Prinzmetal, 1979; Pelli et al., 2004; Scolari, Kohnen, Barton, & Awh, 2007). Their aim is parsimony. None of us expect to understand attention anytime soon, so showing that it can be left out greatly increases the prospect of understanding crowding in a reasonable time. At the other extreme, many are drawn by William James’s suggestion that attention selects for awareness, and some have argued that the critical spacing of crowding reflects the size of the spotlight of attention (He, Cavanagh, & Intriligator, 1996; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001). This too is parsimonious, merging the two problems of attention and crowding into one. Here we present a new experiment and critique an old one, “The spatial resolution of visual attention,” to determine whether attention is essential to an account of crowding.

Attentional accounts are top-down. William James (1890), considering the “millions of items … present to my senses which never properly enter into my experience,” concluded that “my experience is what I agree to attend to.” A century later, Treisman updated James’s
account with her Feature Integration Theory, according to which “features are registered early [and] automatically … while objects are identified separately and only at a later stage, which requires focused attention” (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Ned Block (2001) argues that although we might “have phenomenal awareness” of the features of crowded letters, we still lack “the attentional resources to apply [letter] concepts to them.” However, Holcombe and Cavanagh (2001) find that conjunctions of orientation and luminance can be reported for rates of presentation as high as one every 14 ms. Given that attentional mechanisms require at least 80 ms to deploy, these results (among others) provide evidence for feature integration without focused attention (Blaser, Papathomas, & Vidyasamy, 2005; Driver, Davis, Russell, Turatto, & Freeman, 2001; Lamme, 2004).

According to bottom-up proposals, the visual system has access to variously sized isolation fields—elliptical regions defined by the critical spacing within which features are necessarily integrated and outside which features are excluded—but the minimum isolation field size increases with eccentricity and is “independent of everything else, including attention” (Bouma, 1970; Pelli et al., 2004, p. 1160). As a result of this fixed anatomical limitation (dependent on retinal locus and little else), if a peripherally viewed target is too closely flanked, the features of both the target and the flankers are combined in a single isolation field. Integration fails to yield recognition, leaving the observer with a jumble of features.

Top-down proposals similarly assert that crowding is caused by feature integration over an inappropriately large region. However, in these accounts the size of the region is not anatomically fixed and instead varies under attentional control. Arguing for such an explanation, Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) measured critical spacing for two attentive tasks—tracking and stepping dots—and measured the critical spacing to estimate the attentional selection region within which objects are individuated. As in the classical study of Bouma (1970), they found that the size of the selection region increases with eccentricity with a proportionality of roughly 0.5, but they argued from this similarity that crowding effects measure the spatial resolution of attention. When crowded, the attentional spotlight cannot isolate the correct set of features for integration (Cavanagh, 2004).

Experiments have failed to distinguish between the two accounts. We defer until the Discussion section our refutation of the attempt by Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) to prove the attentional account. If crowding effects are due to overly coarse attentional selection, then precueing a target location in a traditional crowding paradigm might focus attention and relieve crowding. Two studies (Nazir, 1992; Wilkinson, Wilson, & Ellemberg, 1997) found no effect of precueing on crowding, but they failed to find any effect of their precue under any condition, leaving open the possibility that attention was not manipulated at all. Several studies do find that precueing improves performance somewhat, although crowding is not eliminated (Huckauf & Heller, 2002; Morgan, Ward, & Castet, 1998; Strasburger, 2005; Van der Lubbe & Keuss, 2001). Scolari et al. (2007) find that precueing improves the identification of oriented T’s surrounded by flankers but does not reduce the critical spacing.

How else might we distinguish between the two accounts? In the change blindness paradigm, an observer sees an image and then, after a brief pause, sees an altered image. Observers fail to notice even dramatic changes (Simons & Ambinder, 2005). Some have argued from change blindness that awareness is limited by attention (Noé, Pessoa, & Thompson, 2000). However, Landman, Spekreijse, and Lamme (2003) found that an interstimulus cue, presented as much as 1500 ms after the first stimulus, improved change detection. From their partial report data, Landman et al. argued for the existence of a nondurable but high-capacity awareness similar to iconic memory (Sperling, 1960). The interstimulus cue enabled the retrieval of cued items from this awareness, moving them into a more durable form and making them available for comparison. Becker, Pashler, and Anstis (2000) obtained a similar result for change detection with letters.

Here we examine change detection for widely and narrowly spaced letters, using a cue to manipulate attention. Change detection performance without a cue will lack focused attention and should therefore suffer crowding effects according to both bottom-up and top-down accounts of crowding. However, the two accounts make different predictions for the effectiveness of an interstimulus cue. If crowding effects reflect a fixed, preattentive limit, we might not expect precisely focusing attention to help retrieve crowded letters. However, if crowding effects reflect a purely attentional limit, then an interstimulus cue might enable the attentional retrieval of otherwise crowded letters.

**Methods**

**Observers**

Two observers (age 20) participated. Both had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Observer J.F. is an author.
and was experienced in the task. Observer S.B. was unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

**Stimuli**

Stimuli were created by a Macintosh PowerPC computer running MATLAB with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). A video attenuator was used to drive only the green gun of a 19-in. AppleVision monitor with a frame rate of 75 Hz and a resolution of $832 \times 624$ pixels, 57 pixels/in. (Pelli & Zhang, 1991). Letters were presented as black text on a background of 35 cd/m$^2$.

The stimulus displays consisted of eight target letters and two flanker letters presented around a black fixation point subtending 0.2°. The task was to monitor and to report whether one of those eight letters changed from Frame 1 to Frame 2. Viewing distance was 100 cm. For all but one experiment (extra-narrow spacing), letters were 0.9° high capital letters displayed in the Linotype font HelveticaNeue LT 85 Heavy (x-height 0.6°). For the extra-narrow spacing experiment (all four conditions in Figure 3b), the letters were 0.6° high (x-height 0.4°). For every trial, eight different target letters were randomly selected from among the 19 English letters A B C D E F G H K N O P Q R S U V W Y Z. The flanker letters were both $\times$. [Most of the modern European alphabets are based on the Latin alphabet, but the small differences among them (e.g., Italian does not include J, K, W, X, and Y) are relevant to our observers’ familiarity with their own alphabet, so we will refer to our letters as English.] The letters were spaced equally in a circular arrangement centered on fixation with a radius of 6°. To rule out acuity problems, we confirmed that our observers could identify single letters displayed at this size and eccentricity. Note the excellent identification performance with wide spacing in Figure 7a.

In cued trials, a cue was presented for 100 ms during the interstimulus interval to indicate the location of a potential change. The cue was a black dot (0.25° diameter) presented 6.75° from fixation. The cue was 0.75° from the target, center to center. There was no cue–target overlap.

**Change detection task**

The change detection task is depicted in Figure 2. Each image persists until it is replaced by the next. In each trial, a display of letters (Frame 1) was presented for 500 ms, followed by an interstimulus interval of 1600 ms, after which a second display of letters (Frame 2) appeared for 500 ms. The fixation point remained on the screen throughout each trial.

In 50% of all trials, one randomly chosen letter from Frame 1 changed to a different letter in Frame 2; in all other trials, Frames 1 and 2 were identical. Observers were told that a change would occur in 50% of trials. Following each trial, observers were asked to indicate with a key press whether they saw a change; response time was unlimited. After they pressed the key, a high tone indicated a correct response and a low tone indicated an incorrect response. Observers’ eyes were monitored to ensure proper fixation, discarding trials where fixation was lost. A blank screen (with fixation) was presented for one second between trials.

With respect to cueing, there were two conditions: cue at 800 ms or no cue. In trials with a change, the cue always appeared at the location of the change. In trials without a change, the cue appeared at a random location from among the locations of the eight target letters. The cue never appeared at a flanker location. For cued trials, observers were informed that the change might or might not occur, but that if it occurred, it would occur at the cued location.

Observers performed blocks of 48 trials. Blocks of different cue, spacing, and flanker conditions were performed separately in random order. The number of change/no-change trials for each condition was balanced, and the order was randomized during the 48 trials.
Observers completed at least 48 practice trials in each condition, the results of which are not reported.

**Letter identification task**

In each trial of the letter identification task, a “frame” of letters was presented for 500 ms. The fixation point remained on the screen throughout each trial. There were two possible cue conditions: cue onset 800 ms before the frame onset or cue onset 800 ms after the frame offset. In both cases, the cue was presented for 100 ms. Following each trial, observers were asked to identify the cued letter with a key press (1 of 19 possible). Observers performed blocks of 48 trials. Blocks of different cue, spacing, and flanker conditions were performed separately in random order. The same five spacing and flanker conditions (described below) were used in the change detection and letter identification tasks.

**Capacity**

Following Landman et al. (2003) and Pashler (1988), performance is expressed as capacity, $c$. Capacity is a parameter in a model that supposes that the observer monitors a number $c$ of items during a single change detection trial. To estimate capacity, we express the hit rate $h$ as

$$h = \frac{c}{n} + \frac{n - c}{n}f,$$

where $c$ is the capacity, $n$ is the number of items (in this experiment, eight letters), and $f$ is the false alarm rate, the fraction of no-change trials on which the observer incorrectly reports a change. The hit rate is the observer’s probability of reporting a change when 1 of $n$ letters changes. Our model for hit rate assumes that, because of a capacity limitation, the observer monitors a fixed number $c$ of letters. If one of the $c$ monitored letters changes, then the observer reports the change. If one of the $n - c$ unmonitored letters changes, then the observer reports a change with a probability given by the false alarm rate measured on the no-change trials. Solving Equation 1 for $c$ gives

$$c = \frac{h - f}{1 - f} n.$$

Using Equation 2, a capacity estimate for each condition was calculated from 48 trials (24 change trials and 24 no-change trials). 1 to 4 capacity measurements were taken for each observer in each condition. Paired $t$ tests were used to compare capacities between conditions across multiple observers and unpaired $t$ tests were used to compare capacities between conditions within single observers.

**Crowding**

Crowding occurs when nearby letters (flankers) jumble the appearance of a target letter, making it hard to identify (Bouma, 1970). Critical spacing is the target-to-flanker spacing required to relieve crowding. In the radial direction, critical spacing is given by

$$s'_r = b\varphi_r,$$

where $\varphi_r$ is the radial eccentricity of the target letter (6° in this experiment) and $b$ is Bouma’s (1970) proportionality constant (roughly 0.5). The shape of the integration region defined by critical spacing, however, is elliptical with an ellipticity of roughly two (Toet & Levi, 1992). Thus, critical spacing in the circumferential direction is approximately half of critical spacing in the radial direction and is given by

$$s'_c = \frac{1}{2} b\varphi_r.$$

If the ratio of actual spacing $s$ to critical spacing $s'$ (either radial or circumferential, depending on flanker location) is below one, then the letters should be crowded by the flankers; and if it is well above one, then the letters should escape crowding.

We first attempted to crowd target letters by decreasing center-to-center letter spacing. In an “uncrowded” condition, we used wide (3.7°) letter spacing and the ratio $s/s'$ was 2.5 (using Equation 4). In one “crowded” condition, we used narrow (1.1°) letter spacing and the ratio $s/s'$ was 0.7. In a second “crowded” condition, we used extra-narrow (0.63°) letter spacing, giving a ratio $s/s'$ of 0.4. For this extra-narrow spacing experiment (all four conditions in Figure 3b), letter size was reduced to 0.6° high capital letters (x-height 0.4°).

We also attempted to crowd target letters by adding X’s inside and outside the original 10 letters. The center-to-center spacing between target letters and flankers was 1.1°, giving a ratio $s/s'$ of 0.35 (using Equation 3). These flankers were added to the wide and narrow letter spacing conditions. For the latter, we estimate the ratio $s/s'$ to be roughly $0.25 = 0.7 \times 0.35$, assuming a compounded effect for narrowing spacing ($s/s' = 0.7$) and adding flankers ($s/s' = 0.35$).

**Foreign alphabet**

To assess whether both the cued and the uncued versions of the change detection task require letter identification, we had observers perform two versions of the change detection task (3.7° and 1.1° letter spacing) with Armenian letters. These were nineteen 0.9° high capital letters displayed in the TrueType font Nork: ژ ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի ը թ ռ թ վ ա ղ ձ զ ի 阳 2 Գ Ի Հ Ծ Վ Պ Ռ Ո Ճ Ե Յ Կ Ն Չ Պ Բ Հ. Downloaded From: http://jov.arvojournals.org/ on 06/17/2018
Results

Change detection

Four change detection experiments are presented in four graphs (Figures 3a, 3b, 5a, and 5b), all of which turn out to be very similar. (Figure 6, Armenian, is discussed separately.) Without a cue, there is a large effect of spacing: The second bar is a small fraction of the first. With a cue, performance is much better and there is no effect of spacing: The third and the fourth bars are tall and practically equal. Let us now examine this finding in more detail.

Reducing the spacing

We first attempted to crowd target letters by reducing the spacing (see Figure 4 for a demonstration). We had observers perform a change detection task with or without
an interstimulus cue under two spacing conditions: Narrow (1.1°) spacing was meant to crowd target letters and wide (3.7°) spacing was meant to leave target letters uncrowded. Does the cue help when spacing is reduced?

Figure 3a shows the effect of narrowing spacing on capacity. As explained in the Methods section, capacity is the estimated number of letters monitored by the observer. For wide spacing, capacity without a cue was just above three letters, matching working memory estimates and confirming previous results (Landman et al., 2003; Luck & Vogal, 1997). Narrowing the spacing halved the uncued capacity ($p < 0.05$; Figure 3a).

Observer S.B. reported that closely spaced letters were contiguous and hard to see and that it was hard to detect changes. Because our task requires the observer to remember a many-letter stimulus, we expect the task to benefit from letter identification, although, in principle, an observer (who could remember a large number of features) could do the task without identifying letters. If the observer relies on identifying letters, and nearby flankers hinder identification of letters, then this task should suffer from crowding. The reduced uncued capacity as a result of decreased spacing is the expected crowding effect.

For wide spacing, the interstimulus cue increased capacity from 3.2 to 6.5 letters ($p < 0.05$), consistent with previously observed effects of an interstimulus cue during change detection (Becker et al., 2000; Landman et al., 2003). Our novel finding is that for narrow spacing an interstimulus cue also increased capacity, from 1.4 to 6.5 ($p < 0.05$, one tailed). Furthermore, cued capacity for narrowly spaced letters was not significantly different from that for widely spaced letters ($p = 0.92$). Observer S.B. reported that in both spacing conditions, the cue seemed to allow him to bring back the letter that had appeared in the cued location (take that with a grain of salt). Thus, we observed a substantial effect of spacing for uncued change detection and no effect of spacing for cued change detection.

Following the change detection literature, we plot performance as capacity (Figure 3a), but it would be reasonable to plot the same data as sensitivity $d'$ (Figure 3c) or raw hit and false alarm rates (Figure 3d). In fact, the three plots are quite similar and tell the same story. In Figure 3c, narrowing spacing reduced the uncued...
sensitivity by a factor of 1.7 (with marginal significance; 
$p = 0.13$, one tailed) but did not significantly affect cued 
sensitivity ($p = 0.95$). In Figure 3d, narrowing spacing 
significantly reduced uncued hit rate ($p < 0.05$, one tailed) 
but did not significantly affect cued hit rate ($p = 0.87$; 
Figure 3d). Because the alternate ways of plotting the 
results (Figures 3c and 3d) provide no new insight, we plot 
only capacity for the remaining conditions.

With $1.1^\circ$ letter spacing (Figure 3a), the ratio of actual 
to critical spacing is approximately 0.7. In an attempt to 
crowd letters more, we reduced that ratio to 0.4 by 
using extra-narrow (0.63$^\circ$) letter spacing (Figure 3b). 
Reducing spacing from wide to extra-narrow reduced 
uncued capacity by a factor of three ($p < 0.05$, one tailed) 
but had only a weak insignificant effect on cued capacity 
($p = 0.28$).

**Adding flankers**

We also attempted to crowd target letters by adding 
flanker X’s inside and outside. The effect of adding 
flankers (Figure 5a) was very similar to that of narrowing 
spacing (Figure 3a). Adding flankers reduced uncued 
capacity by a factor of three ($p < 0.05$, one tailed) but 
did not significantly affect cued capacity ($p = 0.26$).

Our last attempt to maximize crowding combined 
both manipulations. Adding flankers and narrowing 
spacing together reduced uncued capacity dramatically 
(Figure 5b), by a factor of 3.5 ($p < 0.05$), but had no 
significant effect on cued capacity ($p = 0.35$). Thus, even 
in the most unfavorable “crowding” conditions, the cue 
greatly increased capacity and eliminated the effects of 
spacing.

**Foreign alphabet**

Does change detection require letter identification? 
Observer J.F., who is unfamiliar with the Armenian 
alphabet, did the cued and uncued change detection tasks 
with Armenian letters, under both wide and narrow 
spacing conditions (Figure 6). The results for English 
letters from Figure 3a appear as dashed lines in Figure 6 
for comparison, showing that changing to an unfamiliar 
alphabet greatly reduced capacity. The observer could 
retain only two Armenian letters. Using a partial report 
paradigm with (lowercase) English and Armenian letters, 
Pelli et al. (2006) showed that observers can retain five 
characters in their native alphabet, but only two characters 
in a foreign alphabet. Thus, the capacities greater than two 
for English letters may require familiarity. The only 
caveat is that Pelli et al. demanded accurate identification, 
whereas here we only demand detection of change. We 
return to this in the Discussion section.

Incidentally, note that we used a bold version of 
Helvetica (the English font) and a plain version of Nork 
(the Armenian font). We wondered how much of the 
effect of switching font (Figure 6) might be attributed 
simply to the reduction of weight (boldness). The strokes 
Nork are about half the thickness of the strokes in our 
bold Helvetica. We did an extra test, measuring cued 
capacity with narrow spacing for HelveticaNeue LT 25 
Ultralight, for comparison with our standard Helvetica-
Neue LT 85 Heavy. Switching from Heavy to Ultralight 
reduces the stroke thickness by a factor of five, yet this 
switch reduced letter capacity hardly at all, about 10%. 
Thus, boldness accounts for very little, if any, of the effect 
of changing alphabets in Figure 6.

![Figure 5. Adding flankers. (a) Capacity during change detection for letters with wide (3.7\textdegree) spacing (copied from Figure 3a, gray) and letters with wide spacing and flanker X’s inside and outside target letters (green), with and without a cue. Center-to-center distance between target letters and flanker X’s was 1.1\textdegree. Average results for two observers (J.F. and S.B.); error bars show standard error between observers. (b) Capacity during change detection for letters with wide (3.7\textdegree) spacing (gray) and letters with narrow (1.1\textdegree) spacing and flankers (pink), with and without a cue. Results for observer J.F.; error bars show standard error within observer.](http://jov.arvojournals.org/)
proportion correct by a factor of 1.5 or more. With a
postcue, 40% of widely spaced letters are identified
correctly. All four spacing manipulations reduced per-
formance by a factor of 1.5 or more. Thus, no matter when
we cue, all our crowding manipulations impair letter
identification.

**Discussion**

We are interested primarily in the effect of cueing, our
attentional manipulation. However, before turning to that,
let us consider the uncued results, which are compactly
presented in the left half of Figure 6 (“No cue”). The
measured capacity, in letters, is 3.2 for widely spaced
English letters. Switching to Armenian or reducing the
spacing (to narrow) roughly halves the capacity. Doing
both reduces capacity still further. These manipulations
make the letters less familiar and thus more difficult to
describe. We suppose that limited capacity working
memory can retain fewer letters when each letter requires
a longer description (less compact representation). The
finding that familiar faces are processed faster has been
attributed to more compact representations of familiar
faces (Jackson & Raymond, 2006; Tong & Nakayama,
1999). All our uncued results seem consistent with each
letter’s feature integration yielding a letter description,
longer for less familiar letters, with performance reflecting

---

**Letter identification**

Baseline crowding measurements from a traditional
letter identification task are shown in Figure 7. With a
precue, all four spacing manipulations reduced the

Figure 6. Foreign alphabet. Capacity during change detection for
Armenian letters with wide (3.7°) spacing (gray) and narrow (1.1°)
spacing (blue), with and without a cue. Results for observer J.F.;
error bars show standard error within observer. Results for English
letters from Figure 3a are shown as dashed lines for reference.

Figure 7. Letter identification. Proportion correct letter identification for cued letters with wide (3.7°) spacing (gray), narrow (1.1°) spacing
(blue), wide spacing and flanker X’s inside and outside target letters (green), narrow (1.1°) spacing and flankers (pink), and extra-narrow
(0.63°) spacing (yellow). Results for observer J.F. (a) One of eight possible target locations (randomly selected) was cued 800 ms before
the frame onset. (b) One of eight possible target locations (randomly selected) was cued 800 ms after the frame offset. The guessing rate
for this task, identifying 1 of 19 possible letters, is 0.05. As always, cue duration is 100 ms.
how many working memory can hold. Cueing eliminates this memory limit. Once the cue arrives, the observer needs to remember only the cued letter. The length of its description is now irrelevant because it fits easily within the capacity of working memory. Now we return to the main question.

Can attention relieve crowding? Others have addressed this question by adding an attentional manipulation to a crowding task (Scolari et al., 2007). They find no effect of attention on critical spacing, which favors a bottom-up account. Here, we add a crowding manipulation to an attentional task and find no effect of crowding on cued performance, which seems to favor a top-down account. This result is one of the few examples of an attentional manipulation eliminating a crowding effect. (The only other instance we know of is the demonstration by Cavanagh & Holcombe, 2007, that induced motion can eliminate the effects of crowding.) Do these results rule out all bottom-up, preattentive accounts of crowding? No. Consider the possibility that segmentation (isolation) is preattentive and coarse and that feature integration occurs late. By this account, our attentional manipulation (an interstimulus cue) allows our observers to do a second, finer segmentation that results in a more appropriate final integration. Thus, in the presence of the fine segmentation enabled by the interstimulus cue, the early coarse segmentation becomes irrelevant.

Figure 8

Effect of spacing on capacity. Effect is shown as the ratio of capacity with tight spacing $s$ to capacity with wide spacing as a function of the ratio of actual to critical spacing $s/s'$ for each of our four crowding manipulations and the reference wide-spacing condition (see Methods section): narrow spacing with added flankers ($s/s' = 0.25$, pink, Figure 5b), added flankers ($s/s' = 0.35$, green, Figure 5a), extra-narrow spacing ($s/s' = 0.4$, yellow, Figure 3b), narrow spacing ($s/s' = 0.7$, blue, Figure 3a), and wide spacing ($s/s' = 1$, grey). The dashed horizontal line at 1 represents no crowding effect. Anything below that line indicates a crowding effect.

Top down

Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) claim to have established a role for attention in crowding, suggesting that critical spacing is the resolution of the “basic … access of attention to spatial locations.” We accept most of their argument, but we reject their conclusion that the limit is attentional because we cannot accept the extraordinary assumption upon which it rests.

Crowding has mostly been studied with identification tasks because detection is usually unaffected. Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) applied the crowding paradigm to a new kind of task, individuation: tracking and stepping dots. They found the same critical spacing for individuation as previously found for identification. We essentially agree with their suggestion that the crowding of identification is due to the combining of features in the process of feature integration:

If items are spaced too closely, selection may occasionally pick up an adjacent item in addition to the target. In this case, features may be mixed and degraded following selection. If this is the only source of error in the flanker and crowding tasks, critical spacings from these tasks ought to match the critical spacings from our tracking and stepping tasks. To a first approximation, this is what we find (Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001, p. 208). Where they say “selection,” we would say “integration.” “Selection” implies both integration and attention, but attention is irrelevant here because the prediction depends solely on
the feature integration. Let us remain agnostic about the role of attention until the data really bear on the issue. To estimate an object property such as shape, the observer must integrate the elementary features. An unavoidable cost of the integration is the mixing in of inappropriate features if the region of integration extends too far and includes neighboring objects.

We find the feature integration account, above, equally applicable to identification and individuation, especially because the two tasks yield the same critical spacing. Any feature integration model of crowding (including the spotlight of attention or the area of selection) will predict that object properties, including shape and position, are disturbed by incorporation of inappropriate neighboring elementary features. That area might be, as they suppose, the area of the attentional spotlight, but this is irrelevant to explaining the results, which depend only on the area’s extent. To us, the difference between tasks is unimportant. The same region of integration predicts the same critical spacing.

They, however, assert that the same results from the two tasks require different explanations. They create this complication by assuming that position is privileged. Like us, they seem to believe that the first stage of vision is feature detection (or encoding) and that performance of most tasks, including identification, is feature-based and subject to feature degradation. Unlike us, they seem to believe that judgment of position (location) is not feature-based and is immune to feature degradation.

...distortion and mixing of adjacent features may degrade the representation.... This source may contribute to the critical spacing measured in crowding and flanker studies, but it cannot contribute to the critical spacing in our tracking and stepping studies where target features and identity are irrelevant

(Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001, p. 208). They claim that because individuation is position-based, performance is limited solely by attentional “access to the location,” so the critical spacing of individuation must be a strictly attentional limit. This is the complication provoked by the assumption that position is privileged. Critical spacing of identification is attributed to feature mixing over the area of selection; critical spacing of individuation, numerically equal, is attributed to limited attentional access to location. This is an extraordinary theory of vision, in which identification and judgment of most object properties are based on the detected features, but individuation and judgment of position are based on some other more reliable source of information and are thus immune to feature degradation.

It is tempting to suppose, as they do, that position is the firmament upon which visual experience is built. But this is an assumption, not a fact. Sagi and Julesz (1985) reported that observers can only say what an object is if they can also say where it is. However, Farell and Pelli (1993), with different stimulus conditions, found the opposite. Observers identified a digit among letters more accurately than they could locate it.

Contrary to Intriligator and Cavanagh’s presumption that position is privileged, the facts they present about individuation in particular and position judgment in general all seem consistent with individuation being feature-based, just like identification. They mention “spatial uncertainty” and note that positional accuracy at large separations is proportional to eccentricity. They aptly quote the observation of Landolt (1891, p. 385) that dots become uncountable when too closely spaced, “though still perfectly and distinctly visible.” Noting the crisp distinctness of the dots, one might suppose that one’s low-level perception of dot position is correspondingly precise and that the dismaying inability of observers to individuate a dot (to select, track, or count it) is a strictly attentional limitation. After all, these tasks use position coarsely; the observer need only distinguish the currently tracked thing from its neighbors. But appearances can be deceiving. The dots seem distinct, and Intriligator and Cavanagh show that their observers can detect the gap between dots. However, Levi, Klein, and Yap (1987) showed that accuracy of position judgment reflects feature integration. Position is not privileged (Figure 9). Both identification and individuation show similar effects of crowding. Neither seems to be a trivial consequence of the other. Stripped of the claimed immunity from feature degradation, the crowding of individuation, like that of identification, seems to be the cost of the feature integration that estimates the relevant object property. There is nothing in that result that demands a role for attention in crowding.

Intriligator and Cavanagh say that the degradation could be “feature distortion” (mentioned only in passing) or “feature mixing.” “Feature mixing” seems to be the intact migration of nameable high-level object properties (e.g., letter shape) from object to object, reported by Treisman and Schmidt (1982), which is characteristic of “temporal crowding,” not the inappropriate inclusion of neighboring elementary features, which is characteristic of spatial crowding (Pelli et al., 2004, p. 1157; Wolford & Shum, 1980, p. 416). We infer this meaning of “feature” from their assertion that “Our tasks track location in dense arrays of identical items and so are unaffected by preattentive feature interactions that might degrade the recognition measures used in crowding and flanker tasks.” (Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001, p. 203). Granting their assumption that position is privileged, that statement is true for high-level features (so mixing would preserve object identity) but false for elementary features (whose mixing would change object identity).

1 If individuation is a prerequisite for identification, then the critical spacing of identification would be a consequence of that dependence. They assert that individuation is a prerequisite for identification, but this is the old 1960s idea that scene segmentation (then called “edge detection”) precedes object recognition, which, year by year, seems less and less likely to be true.
Our new result provides one instance—interstimulus cueing during change detection—in which cueing allows observers to escape the effects of crowding. As such, our result shows that at least one crowding effect may reflect the want of a finer segmentation triggered by focused attention, as envisioned by Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001).

What is the fine segmentation mechanism that the interstimulus cue enables? We began with the suggestion by Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) that the spotlight of attention might be focused finely, in this case to isolate a single letter. However, it seems odd that observers benefit from greatly improved resolution only in the particular paradigm used here. Does the supposed high-resolution capability lie latent, unused, the rest of the time? We are reluctant to suppose a powerful mechanism (the attentional spotlight with extra-fine resolution) just to account for the results of our peculiar task.

**Bottom up**

A key issue is whether the observer’s cued change detection is based on feature integration. Considering the English data alone suggests no, but combining our English and Armenian data forces us to say yes. As a whole, our results favor one simple account.

Consider the English data first. When object recognition fails, the observer can still see texture, and texture discrimination may be enough to detect change. At first this seemed an attractive way to account for the absence of any spacing effect in the cued condition. Crowding is feature integration over an inappropriately large area. However, this inappropriate integration is inconsequential if the observer discriminates textures based on raw features (not integrated). By this account, the cue allows the observer to select and to remember enough target features to detect a change in that letter. Alas, this appealing account cannot cope with the Armenian data. If the change is detected by texture discrimination, without feature integration, then the observer’s familiarity with English letters seems irrelevant, and we would not expect much difference in change detection performance for a foreign alphabet, like Armenian letters. In fact, switching from English to Armenian letters halved the cued performance. The great advantage for the familiar alphabet suggests that the observer is integrating features to see the cued letter. The uncued capacity for Armenian letters is one and a half letters, and reducing spacing reduces this by a factor of 1.7 (Figure 6), similar to the factor of 2.3 for English letters (Figure 3a). This effect of spacing indicates that the uncued performance is based on feature integration.

Spurred by the Armenian results, let us now suppose that the observer detects cued change by feature integration. How can there be no effect of spacing for cued change detection, for either English or Armenian letters? Certainly any feature integration must extend to Bouma’s critical spacing, and the integrated result must be distorted and jumbled by the inappropriate inclusion of features from the flanking letters. However, the flankers are identical in Frames 1 and 2, so they will have identical effects on identical targets. The observer’s task is merely to detect change. The identification experiment (Figure 7) shows that the inclusion of flanker features (at reduced spacing) greatly impairs identification of the target letter. However, the distortion, applied equally to Frames 1 and 2, may have no effect on change detection. The result of the feature integration could take various forms. Perhaps the integrator categorizes the cued, jumbled target as the most similar English letter. The poor identification performance indicates that the letter identification is usually wrong, but it would be the same wrong letter when the target is identical (in the second frame) and presumably usually a different letter when the target is different. Crowded letters are confused with only a few others (Pelli & Tillman, 2007). The observer will correctly detect change as long as different letters look different, even if they look wrong and are misidentified. The observer lacks templates for Armenian letters, so the feature integration cannot yield an Armenian letter, but it might yield the most similar English letter or letters. Using poorly matched templates accounts for the poorer cued performance with Armenian letters.

The cue reduces the memory requirement to just the cued letter, so even a long internal description fits within the capacity of working memory. The cued escape from crowding is enabled by the easy test (same/different) of the change detection paradigm. The same/different test can be applied to distorted letters and is thus immune to crowding, instead of demanding accurate letter identification (1 of 19), which cannot tolerate distortion and is thus susceptible to crowding.
Conclusion

One account of crowding is bottom-up and preattentive. Another is top-down and attentional. Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) proposed the attentional account, but we show that their conclusion rests on an implausible assumption. Consistent with both accounts, we find that standard crowding manipulations—reducing spacing and adding flankers—impair uncued change detection performance. However, the same crowding manipulations fail to impair cued change detection. The cue eliminates the effects of crowding. This result—cueing to escape crowding—has been sought after but was hard to find. We cannot reject either account, but parsimony favors a bottom-up account. Crowded letters look less familiar, so we must use longer internal descriptions (less compact representations) to remember them. Thus, fewer fit into working memory. The memory limit does not apply to the cued condition because the observer need remember only the cued letter. Cued change detection is so easy that the observer can tolerate feature degradation and letter distortion and is thus immune to crowding.

The cued change detection task enhances the classic partial report paradigm by making the test easier (same/different instead of identifying one of many possible targets), which increases its sensitivity, so it can reveal degraded memory traces. Here it revealed the jumbled traces of crowded letters that could not be accurately identified.
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